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"When Maggie opened her eyes that New Year's Day some 17 months ago, I felt like I could see

again. The fog lifted off my soul, and for the first time since our son had died and she had gone to

sleep - some four months, 16 days, 18 hours, and 19 minutes earlier - I took a breath deep enough

to fill both my lungs." Life began again for Dylan Styles when his beloved wife, Maggie, awoke from

a coma. A coma brought on by the intense two-day labor that resulted in heartbreaking loss. In this

poignant love story that is redolent with Southern atmosphere, Dylan and Maggie must come to

terms with their past before they can embrace their future.
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I have read many of Charles Martin's books and after a couple of them, I am bored and done...same

'ol, same 'ol. All are written from first person male point of view. The person telling the story is a man

who is the persona of what most men want to be...hero, rescuer of the weak, sensitive, dealt with a

bad childhood but came through OK, has a job that men envy (Texas Ranger, river guide, heart

surgeon, MBA from Harvard, Sports doctor, survivalist, song writer and awesome guitar player, etc),

wears Costa Del Mar sunglasses in every book, etc. The stories are good and I enjoy his writing, but

since everything is becomes so predictable, I can't get through any more of them. I really loved

"When Crickets Cry", so read this and "Long Way Gone". Then stop.

Wow OverkillWay too much going on in this book. I have read several of your books loved them but



these two were so overkill hero live through hell stuff it was tiring to trudge through to the end.

Thank goofiness I had read several of your newer better books so I know you are a terrific writer

and I am glad you stayed with it .Okay so I will go for another of your books because I know you can

write what I love.

I love the Charles Martin books anyway, but he completely out did himself on "The Dead Don't

Dance and Maggie's sequel"Ã‚Â· I so hated that the story came to an end. I laughed, I cried and I

cheered. The characters were so real. Very VERY good reading. Highly recommended.

I found Charles Martin several years ago through his book "Where the River Ends". That book

compelled me to read every novel that Martin has written and they are all universally terrific. The

author is known by many as a Christian writer This label does such a disservice to Martins books

that it breaks my heart.I am probably the last person you would think reads Christian literature and

you would be right. Although all his books are inspirational, they could be easily labeled as any of a

half dozen genres including romance and adventure.These stories are so well conceived that they

could easily be thought of as non-fiction, only with the writing style of a very accomplished novelist.

Although Maggie is a compelling story in its own right, it is the story of a husband finding himself, it

is the quality of the prose that makes this author so good.This book, as with his others, is so good, it

is nearly impossible to write a review that does it justice. Martins books have everything.

inspirational stories, complex characters and simply beautiful prose. Martin is not simply one of my

favorite southern writers, he is one of my favorite writers out there.

I first read Charles Martin when I found "When Cricket's Cry". I was amazed. I read a lot. I read a lot

of Inspirational Fiction, but to be honest, I'll pick up a different genre on occasion just to see how

other authors write. I have learned that there are good authors and not so good authors in all

genre's. But I have also found that sometimes in the Inspirational Fiction world, there seem to be

more authors who's writing styles are a little weaker. Not so with Charles Martin. His stories are full,

detailed, but not overbearing. The way he looks at life and describes it for his readers is nothing like

I've ever read before! You can see details I would never have thought to even describe, much less

describe the way he can make you see them! Some authors are so heavy, that I'm exhausted when

I'm finished! Not so here!! I bought Maggie on my Kindle within minutes of finishing The Dead Don't

Dance, of which it was hard to put either down! You have found your calling, Mr. Martin! I wish I

could write like you! I've got three more of his books stacked right here.......my family, unfortunately,



will have to fight for my attention for yet several more days!

Another home run! I have read all so far and for the life of me can't tell you which one was the

best."They all were!!'Hope here is another Martin novel in the making now.

I really did not like the violence at all. I especially did not like the sadness of Maggie losingtheir first

born son. But with the violence against her causing her to lose their twins, I founddeplorable! Also

violence against Dylan's and Amos's families with fire as well as burningPastor John's church was

terrible. It was difficult picking up the book to continue reading.If the author needed an R-rated book,

he made it!

I love Charles Martin's books, and really wanted to love this one. But I have to admit I got tired of

Maggie's travails. Makes me sound hard-hearted, I know. I read this one right after finishing The

Dead Don't Dance, and probably should have waited. The two books back to back were just too

much.Having said that, I really enjoyed the portions about Amos and Amanda and LD, plus the

other characters in the book---including the bad guys. Wish the author had given us more about

them.
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